the times when deposits were worked might be helpful in this regard, but dated workings are very sparse in this region.
The individual data fields and some of the problems related to them are discussed in the following section: RECORD NUMBER: The sequential number assigned to the record which is also the characteristic that enables you to go directly to a record without searching. It may be changed as records are deleted or re-ordered. DEPOSIT NAME: There may be much variation in the spelling of deposit names as recorded in literature, and this creates a problem for automatic searches because the program INDUS accepts no variation in spelling. Wherever possible, the variations in spelling should be included under SYNONYMS. (INDUS will, however, search for part of a long name). LOCATION, NEAREST TOWN, ETC: While INDUS is not able to search this field, it may be possible to use it with other data programs. Consequently, the contents of the field have been set up with the key word first, for example, "10 km north of Nok Kundi", would be entered as "Nok Kundi, 10 km north of". MAP SHEET: The alphanumeric identifier for 15 minute quadrangle maps in India and Pakistan. It always has the same form. ORIGINAL ENTRY FORM NUMBER: A number that permanently relates the record to an original hard copy entry form. It may not be sequential, and searches using it are slow in INDUS. DEPOSIT TYPE: A geologic term that identifies the style of mineralization believed to be present. The compiler may assign a type where none is given in the original description, or a more current classification can be applied. For many sites described in older references the compiler has attempted to reclassify the deposit in modern terms; he has almost certainly erred in some instances because it was often necessary to work on scant information. EXPLOITABLE ELEMENTS: Those metallic elements believed to be present in the deposit in significant amount, the amount depending on the particular element. The deposits included in the file are generally those that contain one or more of the elements, gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, and iron. Other usable elements may be listed as well when they are known to be present. This field can be searched for any individual element using INDUS. The symbol (AU, Ag, etc.) must be used, except for sulfur; search for that under "Other Mineral Commodities." OTHER MINERAL COMMODITIES: This category can be used for such nonmetallic materials as gem stones, carving stones, cosmetics, alum, alunite, barite, sulfur, salt, etc. The names should be spelled out. ORE MINERALS: Those natural minerals that might be extracted from the deposit for use, either in raw form or after smelting or other processing. HOST ROCKS, AGES: The mostly unmineralized rock immediately surrounding the ore. The age is indicated by a standard division of geologic time. ASSOCIATED IGNEOUS ROCKS, AGE: Where igneous rock is not the host, its presence nearby may still be significant in understanding how the deposit formed. Based on the known or assumed deposit types, the compiler has estimated potential co-products that were probably present and that might have been exploitable by ancient peoples besides metallic ores, such as slag raw material, plaster, dye stuff, mordants, pigments, cosmetics, and chemical raw materials. Modern usefulness is not implied here. Medicinal uses are included with chemical raw materials. The minerals to supply the assumed coproducts are judged likely to be present based on deposit geology, and may not be specifically mentioned in the report.
Entries in this field required much judgment by the compiler as most references were concerned only with one or a few metallic commodities. MINING HISTORY: Particular attention has been given to references to early mining or smelting. In published descriptions of many deposits however, no clear distinction was made between abandoned historic operations and ancient workings.
Where the fields provided for text were not large enough, the texts have been continued on another part of the form, as indicated by "(cont.)", "*», or »**".
None of the references found in this study have dealt with the complex problem of identifying the source deposits from which particular objects have been made. Very few references were found to include the detailed geochemical information needed for such provenancing.
Using the included program, INDUS, the file can be searched for records fitting specific characteristics in any of 20 separate fields. These include selecting localities according to their significance to ancient users, or in like manner to modern users, or by country, province, map sheet, deposit type, commodity, authorship of reference, and evidence of ancient mining or smelting.
The data file is maintained as an open-ended, ever-growing compilation available on a floppy disk for use on PC-type computers. It is anticipated that it will be revised and updated periodically and will probably grow to 300 or more records. Users are encouraged to send corrections and additions to the authors at: U.S. Geological Survey, 954 National Center, Reston, VA 22092, USA.
INDUS, also included on the disk, is a simple program that may be used to access the individual records, find a specific record, search for particular commodities, modify records, or add new ones. While somewhat limited in scope, INDUS" makes it possible to utilize the data base without access to any other program. Depending on the data processing facilities available to the user, it may be possible to read the file into any of several commercial data base programs where the standard format may be modified, records alphabetized, and unwanted records deleted. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS: The data file has had a long and arduous history closely following the evolution of changing forms of data bases. We are particularly indebted to Johanna R. Humphrey and Andrew Klafter of the Department of Anthropology, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, who were indispensable in helping make the changes along the way.
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Instructions for using the Lower Indus Valley System mineral commodity data file
The data file is provided on a 5.25 inch high density floppy disk for use on PC-type computers, and the disk also contains INDUS, a very simple program for access and manipulation of the data set.
Before using the disk you should make a backup copy, as it is very easy to make changes to the data, sometimes unintentionally.
Getting started . To operate the system, place the floppy disk in 5.25 high-density drive, type INDUS, and press the ENTER key. The main menu (Figure 1 ) appears, which offers you a choice of adding, locating, modifying, or printing the individual records describing commodity sources. If you select "1" (add a record), you will be presented with a series of 5 screens with blanks for you to type information for a new record. It will be automatically assigned the record number following the last number already in the data set.
If you wish to locate an existing record using any of the several search methods available, select "2" (locate a record) and you will be given a menu (Figure 2, top) . Choose the category you wish to use for a search, either to specify a particular record by number or group of records by category; type the identifying number for that category and press ENTER. The computer will ask for a record number, deposit name, etc. (Figure 2, bottom) ; when you furnish that information and press ENTER it will begin the search for any match that occurs. INDUS does not need the complete name; it can search for part of a name or synonym.
Working with a record . When a record is found that has a data value that matches your request, the computer will show you the matching record (Figure 3) .
With the cursor in the space at the bottom of the screen, you can type "C" to continue through the record or "Q" to quit and return to the main menu. If you select records by record number rather than a name (field value), you can step through the file one record at a time starting with any record.
Changing a record . To make changes to records, select "3" on the main menu and enter the identifying information to find the record(s). The modify and locate options on the main menu operate in the same fashion, but you must be in the modify mode to make changes to a record. Editing either new or old records goes much more smoothly if you press the "insert" key first.
Printing a record . When you select one of the several print options the computer will locate a record based on your selection criteria and ask if you want it printed (Figures 4-9) . To obtain a print, type "Y" and press ENTER. Whatever your choice, you will then be asked if you want to print another record. If you answer "Y", it will locate the next match and ask if you want to print it. Otherwise leave the "N" on the screen, press ENTER and you will return to the original menu.
The "Print Division/State" through "Print Modern Significance" options provide partial records from which you can choose, by number, those for which you want a complete print. "Print Exploitable Element" selects all records of locations with the element you have designated; "Print Mineral Commodity" works the same way for the non-metallic materials like gemstones, carving stones, cosmetics, mica, gypsum, alunite, salt, sulfur, etc.
"Print Ancient Significance" selects all records having significance categories 1, 2, and 5, those sources that may have or are known to have been used by ancient people. "Print Modern significance" selects all records having significance categories 1, 2, 3, and 4, sources that might still contain minable ore.
Ending operations . To end the program operation, type "0" (zero) at the main or locate menu. The records you have added and the changes made to old records have been saved as part of the file.
Although this program has been used by the U.S. Geological Survey, no warranty, expressed or implied, is made by the US6S as to the accuracy and functioning of the program and related program material, nor shall the fact of distribution constitute any such warranty, and no responsibility is assumed by the US6S in connection therewith. 20, Please enter the value we are looking for: AK LOCATE n a n n a a a n a Figure 3 . The five screens depicting one standard record. Where fields are left blank, the information was probably lacking in the original references. Figure 6 . Views of the screen showing how you choose an element to be searched in the "Print exploitable element" mode, and the screen when an element has been located. Pressing ENTER causes a short report to be printed. 
